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Abstract
Good language modeling relies on good predefined lexicons.
For Chinese, since there are no text word boundaries and the
concept of “word” is not very well defined, constructing good
lexicons is difficult. In this paper, we propose lexicon adapta-
tion with reduced character error (LARCE), which learns new
word tokens based on the criterion of reduced adaptation cor-
pus error rate. In this approach, a multi-character string is taken
as a new “word” as long as it is helpful in reducing the er-
ror rate, and minimum number of new, high-quality words can
be obtained. This algorithm is based on character-based con-
sensus networks. In initial experiments on Chinese broadcast
news, it is shown that LARCE not only significantly outper-
forms PAT-tree-based word extraction algorithms, but even out-
performs manually augmented lexicons. It is believed the con-
cept is equally useful for other character-based languages.
Index Terms: speech recognition, language model, Chinese
and Japanese characters

1. Introduction
A good language model (LM) is based on a good lexicon. In
Chinese language each character has its own meaning, and new
words can be easily constructed by concatenating a few charac-
ters together. This leads to a very high rate of out of vocabulary
(OOV) words. In addition, in printed or written Chinese texts
there are no blanks serving as boundaries between words. As a
result, the “word” in Chinese is not very well defined, and the
segmentation of a Chinese written sentence into words is usu-
ally not unique. This leads to the high difficulties to construct
good lexicons for ASR for different tasks. Moreover, a language
model needs to be trained by corpora at least consistently seg-
mented into words, but different lexicons clearly lead to differ-
ently segmented corpora. Therefore in Chinese language mod-
eling the difficult problems of lexicon construction, word seg-
mentation and language model training are inevitably coupled
together in a complicated way [1].

In this paper, we propose a new approach: optimizing Chi-
nese language model by lexicon adaptation based on reduced
character error. The key idea is to take the ASR results on
the adaptation data into account when constructing the lexicon.
This is similar to the well-known discriminative training meth-
ods [2], except here our goal is to have a better lexicon rather
than better acoustic models or features. In other words, a string
of a few characters is taken as a “word” to be included in the
lexicon as long as it is helpful to reduce the error rate, regard-
less of whether it looks like a word or not. Also, due to the
difficulties in word segmentation, in ASR for Chinese we usu-
ally consider character error rate (CER) rather than word error
rate. So the error rate considered here is also the CER. On the

other hand, including too many noisy word items not only in-
creases the computation load, but introduces confusions. So
we should try to include only those key extra items in the lex-
icon, but not as many items as possible. It was shown that the
proposed method significantly outperforms the popularly used
PAT-tree-based method [3], and even slightly outperforms the
human efforts. Although all discussions here are for Chinese,
it is believed the concept is equally useful for other Asian lan-
guages with similar characteristics such as Japanese.

2. Proposed Approach
2.1. Overall Picture
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Figure 1: The flow chart of the proposed approach of optimizing
Chinese language with LARCE algorithm and the CCN decod-
ing structure.

We show the complete flow chart of the proposed method
in figure 1. At the beginning we are given the adaptation spoken
corpus and the golden references. Based on the baseline lexicon
(Lex0)and language model (LM0) (i = 0) we perform ASR on
the adaptation corpus and construct the corresponding word lat-
tices [4]. From the word lattices, we further build the character-
based consensus network (CCN) [5, 6]. We then perform the
proposed algorithm of lexicon adaptation with reduced charac-
ter error (LARCE) to extract new words from the CCN given
the golden references. The extracted new words are then added
to the current version of lexicon to re-segment the LM train-
ing corpora and the LM is in turn re-trained. This gives LM1

and Lex1 (i = 1). The whole procedure can be iterated. We
will introduce the character posterior probability and character-
based consensus network in Sec. 2.2 and the proposed LARCE
algorithm in Sec. 2.3.

2.2. Character Posterior Probability and Character-based
Consensus Network (CCN)

Consider a word W as shown in figure 2 with characters {c1c2c3}
corresponding to the edge e starting at time τ and ending at time
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c1 c2 c3

W

tt1 t2
e1 e2 e3

e

Figure 2: An edge e as word W composed of characters c1c2c3
starts at time τ and ends at time t.

t in a word lattice. During the decoding process the boundaries
between c1 and c2, and c2 and c3 are also recorded respectively
as t1 and t2. The posterior probability (PP) of the edge e given
the acoustic features A, P (e|A), is given below [7]:

P (e|A) =
α(τ) · P (xt

τ |W ) · PLM (W ) · β(t)
βstart

, (1)

where α(τ) and β(t) denote the forward and backward proba-
bilities accumulated up to time τ and t as in the standard forward-
backward algorithm1, P (xt

τ |W ) is the acoustic likelihood func-
tion, PLMW the language model score, and βstart denotes the
sum of all path scores in the lattice accumulated from the end
time to the start time of the lattice. Equation (1) can be extended
to the PP of a character of W , say c1 with edge e1 as in figure
2, as:

P (e1|A) =
α(τ) · P (xt1

τ |c1) · PLM (c1) · β(t1)
βstart

. (2)

Here we need the two new probabilities, PLM (c1) and β(t1).
Since neither is easy to estimate, we make some assumptions
to obtain effective estimates. First, we assume PLM (c1) ≈
PLM (W ). Of course this is not true, the actual relation being
PLM (c1) ≥ PLM (W ), since the set of events having c1 given
its history includes set of events having W given the same his-
tory (the inverse is not necessarily true). However, this is an
approximation for easier implementation. Second, we assume
that after c1 there is only one path from t1 to t: that through c2
and c3. Again, this is clearly not true. There may be other paths
from t1 to t through other characters. This is again a simplify-
ing assumption. With this assumption we have the approxima-
tion β(t1) = P (xt

t1 |c2c3) · β(t). We can now substitute these
two approximate values for PLM (c1) and β(t1) in equation (2),
and the result turns out to be very simple: P (e1|A) ≈ P (e|A).
With similar assumptions for the character edges e2 and e3, we
have P (e2|A) ≈ P (e3|A) ≈ P (e|A). Similar results can be
observed in [6] from a different point of view.

After we obtain the PPs for each character arc in the lat-
tice, such as P (ei|A) as mentioned above, we can perform the
same procedures as previously proposed [8] to convert the lat-
tice to a linear sequence of segments, each consisting of a set of
alternatives of character hypotheses, or the character-based con-
sensus network (CCN) [5, 6]. In CCN we actually collect the
PPs for all character arc c with beginning time τ and end time t
as P ([c; τ, t]|A), which carries the meaning given below:

P ([c; τ, t]|A) =

P

H = w1 . . . wN ∈ lattice :
∃i ∈ {1 . . . N} :
wi contains [c; τ, t]

P (H)P (A|H)

P

path H′ ∈ lattice
P (H ′)P (A|H ′)

, (3)

1We adopt the same step described in [7] to merge all nodes with
identical associated times into a single node. Thus the index of the
forward or backward probability mass here is specified by time rather
than node number.

where H stands for a path in the lattice , or a string of words
w1 . . . wN in the lattice. P (H) is the language model score
of H (after proper scaling) and P (A|H) is the acoustic model
score. CCN was known to be very helpful in reducing CER
since it minimizes the expected CER [6, 5] rather than the WER
(which is minimized in word-based consensus network approach
[8]) or sentence error rate (which is minimized in MAP decod-
ing approach [9]). Given CCN , for minimized CER decoding
we simply choose the characters with the highest PP in equation
(3) from each segment.

2.3. Lexicon Adaptation with Reduced Character Error (LARCE)
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Figure 3: A character-based consensus network (CCN) and the
corresponding golden reference.

In figure 3 we show a character-based consensus network
(CCN) C = {Ci, i = 1, . . . I}, where Ci is the ith segment
and it’s corresponding golden reference (correct transcription)
R = {Rj , j = 1 . . . J}, where Rj is the jth character. In
each segment Ci there are several character hypotheses sorted
by their corresponding character PPs. For example, we have
characters {c11 . . . c1n1} in the segment C1. In each segment
we also introduce a null character ε with its PP equal to 1 mi-
nus the summation of PPs for all character hypotheses in that
segment.

The basic idea of the proposed LARCE approach is to en-
hance the PPs of those incorrectly recognized characters by adding
new word items in the lexicon. We first align the CCN C with
the golden reference R, so each Ci is aligned with a character
Ralign(i) in R to minimize the total edit distances. align(i)
is an integer, 1 ≤ align(i) ≤ J . If top(Ci) �= Ralign(i),
Ralign(i) will be incorrectly recognized. From equation (3),
for a character [c; τ, t] to have a higher PP, it needs to be in-
cluded by more paths in the lattice. The character [c; τ, t] is
included by a path if the path has a word arc including the char-
acter [c; τ, t]. Therefore an easy way to raise the PP of [c; τ, t]
is to augment some new “words” including the character c and
the adjacent characters on its right or left or both in the golden
reference. For example, given the golden reference with charac-
ters R = {R1, R2, . . . Rj , . . . RJ} if we try to increase the PP
of the character Rj , we may add new “words” like [RjRj+1],
[Rj−1Rj ], [Rj−1RjRj+1], for instance, into the lexicon, re-
gardless of whether they look like a word or not. It’s possible
they are OOV words. Then in decoding we may expect that
there are more ways to form a path to contain the character Rj

and in turn the PP of Rj may be enhanced. As a result Rj may
be chosen and the character error rate may be reduced. This is
the basic idea of LARCE, that is, to focus on those incorrectly
recognized characters in the adaptation data and try to compose
new “words” to include these characters.

Several issues should be considered in the above process of
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composing new “words” as given below. (1) The added new
words should not include any correctly recognized characters,
because they already have the highest PP and we wish not to
add any unnecessary word items. (2) For those characters in the
golden reference but not even appear in the corresponding seg-
ment in CCN 2, we don’t add new words to include them. These
characters are pruned possibly due to the mismatch of acoustic
models, different speaking style or different pronunciation sur-
face forms in those characters, for instance, and those situations
won’t be improved by the lexicon and the LM. In other words, if
a character is already pruned in the CCN construction process,
very likely it will be pruned again in similar situations even if
we have a new word covering it in the lexicon. (3) We try to
add the new words with maximum length. Longer words not
only reduce the number of extracted words but also are helpful
for ASR [10, 11]. All these considerations are to extract only
the least but the most helpful words. We wish not to introduce
any unnecessary noisy word items which may lead to additional
confusion. The LARCE algorithm described above is summa-
rized in Algorithm 1. Those extracted words {W} not existing
in the current version lexicon will be the output.

Algorithm 1 LARCE Algorithm
Require: CCN C with I segments, each as a set of characters cik, k =

1 . . . ni sorted by PP, i = 1 . . . I
Require: Golden reference R = {Rj , j = 1 . . . J} for C

1: Align C with R
Ensure: Each Ci is aligned with Ralign(i), i = 1 . . . I

2: {W}← ε
3: for i = 0 to I do
4: if top(Ci)�= ε then
5: if Ralign(i) ∈ Ci and top(Ci) �=Ralign(i) then
6: $begin = i
7: for ii = $begin to I do
8: if Ralign(ii) /∈ Cii and top(Cii) �= ε then
9: goto 12

10: if top(Cii) = Ralign(ii) then
11: goto 12
12: $end = ii − 1
13: {W} = {W} + Ralign($begin)...align($end)

14: i = ii

3. Experimental Results
3.1. Baseline Lexicon, Corpora and Language Models

The baseline lexicon was automatically constructed from a 300
MB text corpus collected from local news providers from 1997
to 1999 using the widely applied PAT-tree-based word extrac-
tion method [3]. It includes 61521 words in total. The key
principle of the PAT-tree-based approach is as follows. For
a sequence of characters to be extracted as a word, it should
(1) have high enough frequency count; (2) have high enough
mutual information between component characters; (3) have
large enough number of context variations on both sides; (4)
not be dominated by the most frequent context among all con-
text variations. So in general the words extracted in this way
have high frequencies and clear boundaries, thus very often they
have good semantic meanings. This is to imitate the way human
identifies the words. Since all the above statistics of all possi-
ble character sequences in a raw corpus are combinatorially too
many, we need an efficient data structure such as the PAT-tree
to record and access all such information for word extraction.

With the baseline lexicon, we performed the maximum-
matching algorithm [12] to segment the LM training corpora.

2That is, Ralign(i) /∈ Ci

Here we used three sets of LM training corpora: (1) D1 col-
lected in 2000, 146 MB; (2) D2 collected in 2001, 167 MB;
(3) D1+2, the combination of D1 and D2, 313 MB. Then we
trained the three baseline language models LM1, LM2 and LM1+2

respectively using the three segmented LM training corpora.
A broadcast news corpus collected from the local radio sta-

tion in Taiwan from August to September, 2001 was used as
the speech corpus. So this corpus is more temporally consis-
tent with the corpus D2 (collected in 2001) than with D1. It
contained 5K utterances. We separated these 5K utterances into
two parts randomly: 4K as the adaptation corpus and 1K as
the testing set. For the adaptation corpus, we used the manual
transcriptions as the golden references to extract new words.
Two algorithms were compared here: PAT-tree-based word ex-
traction and the proposed LARCE algorithm. For PAT-tree-
based word extraction, we used the manual transcriptions as
the golden references to extract new words. 1530 new words
were obtained and augmented into the baseline lexicon. The
augmented lexicon was then used to re-segment the three LM
training corpora and retrain the LMs as LM+PAT1, LM+PAT2

and LM+PAT1+2, respectively. For the proposed LARCE al-
gorithm, we used the three different baseline LMs, LM1, LM2

and LM1+2, and three different new word sets containing 1967,
1568 and 1534 new words were automatically generated, re-
spectively. Due to the limited time available, only one iteration
as described in figure 1 was performed. Note that the test data
(collected in 2001) is more mismatched with D1 or LM1, there-
fore more new words were needed (1967 as compared to 1568
and 1534) to compensate for such mismatch. Similarly, 1534
new words for LM1+2 is less than 1568 for LM2 alone. For
both PAT-tree based and LARCE algorithm, the pronunciations
of the extracted words were automatically labeled by exhaus-
tively generating all possible pronunciations from all compo-
nent characters’ possible canonical pronunciations.

3.2. Results and Discussions

The Character Accuracy (CA) results for the 1K utterances in
the test set are shown in Table 1. In the upper and lower parts
of Table 1, we respectively list the results for the traditional
MAP decoding structure and the CCN approach mentioned in
Sec. 2.2, both tested with the two different new word extraction
approaches using the three different LM training corpora.

From Table 1, several observations can be made as follows.
(1) The CCN decoding structure in the lower part performed
better than the MAP decoding in the upper part in terms of
CA in all cases. (2) The proposed LARCE approach outper-
formed the PAT-tree-based word extraction method in all cases
(comparing the last two columns). This is because the PAT-tree
method extracted new words with significant frequency counts
and clear word boundaries in the raw corpus. But this didn’t
guarantee improved ASR performance. LARCE, on the other
hand, can compose new “words” which appear only once (or
with very low frequencies) in the adaptation data, regardless of
the word boundaries, while focusing on improved performance
in CA. (3) For cases with higher baseline performances (with
D2 or D1+2), PAT-trees resulted in smaller improvements. This
is probably because some words extracted using PAT-trees are
helpful for ASR but others are not. When the baseline is higher
(or more useful words are already in the lexicon), there is a
lower chance of extracting new words helpful to ASR using
PAT-trees. But in the case of LARCE, improvements were sta-
ble even with better baselines. (4) The improvements for LARCE
using CCN decoding are more significant than those using MAP
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decoding, since CCN decoding is more compatible with the
LARCE criterion, that is, reduced CER.

Experiments
LM
training
corpora

baseline baseline
+PAT

baseline
+LARCE

D1 74.42 74.51 75.53
D2 77.65 77.67 78.52(I) MAP decoding

D1+2 78.16 78.18 79.02
D1 75.69 75.77 76.97
D2 78.78 78.80 80.15(II) CCN

decoding
D1+2 79.28 79.29 80.48

Table 1: Character accuracy (CA) for the two decoding struc-
tures along with the two lexicon adaptation approaches : PAT-
tree-based and the proposed LARCE algorithm, tested on the
three different LM training corpora.

We also manually segmented the correct transcriptions to
produce the manually generated new words in the next set of
experiments. Due to the labor constraints, here we only manu-
ally segmented 0.5K utterances, out of which we obtained 231
new words. Using the golden references for the same 0.5K
utterances (without manual segmentation), PAT-tree extracted
185 words while the proposed LARCE algorithm extracted 245,
192 and 189 respectively for LM1, LM2 and LM1+2. The LM
training corpora were also re-segmented and the LMs re-trained
given all the different lexicons. The rest 4.5K utterances were
then tested given the three finally trained LMs. The CA results
for the 4.5K test data are shown in Table 2.

Very similar observations can be made in Table 2 as in Ta-
ble 1. In addition, the most important observation here is that
in all cases manually extracted words outperformed the PAT-
tree-based ones, but at the same time the proposed LARCE ac-
tually outperformed the manually extracted words in all cases.
In other words, some new “words” composed by LARCE were
not words viewed from human, but helpful for ASR in CA; at
the same time some human-extracted new words are helpless
for improved CA. This result is very encouraging. It indicates a
new direction to consider the lexicon adaptation: aiming for im-
proved ASR performance rather than imitating human behavior
may offer better performance than human efforts.

Experiments
LM
training
corpora

baseline baseline
+Manual

baseline
+PAT

baseline
+LARCE

D1 74.56 74.58 74.57 74.65
D2 77.92 77.96 77.92 77.99(I) MAP decoding

D1+2 78.36 78.37 78.36 78.39
D1 75.83 75.85 75.84 75.93
D2 78.99 79.01 78.99 79.12(II) CCN

decoding
D1+2 79.54 79.55 79.54 79.67

Table 2: Character accuracy (CA) for the two decoding struc-
tures along with the three lexicon adaptation approaches : man-
ual, PAT-tree-based and the proposed LARCE algorithm, tested
on the three different LM training corpora.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a new approach to construct a more
appropriate lexicon for ASR. It is realized using an adaptation

framework, that is, by improving the existing lexicon and the
resulting LM. Contrary to the traditional concept of lexicon, we
don’t care whether each new word entry looks like a word; in-
stead we aimed at improved ASR performance in terms of char-
acter error rate reduction. This is a new direction for lexicon
adaptation and language modeling and we showed very encour-
aging results that the lexicon adapted using LARCE even out-
performed the human efforts.
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